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Viewing distance of 
over thirty metrers. 

Viewing angles 
of 270 degrees. 

Vicon Motion
meters 

Vicon Motion
Do we need periods at the end of these? 

David Edwards
As per my other comment:

OPTIMIZED FOR VISIBILITY

Viewing angles of up to 270 degrees.

Is that good for you @JOvadya ?

David Edwards
Could we please introduce a bold title on its own line before the descriptive text?

Then, I would prefer this read:

EXCEPTIONAL RANGE
Viewing distances of over forty meters *

The * should have a note toward the bottom of the page explaining - Exact range depends on cameras and settings. Please view our Technical Spec for more information.

@JOvadya are you happy with this wording?



Designed in direct response to the increased 
sizes and complexity of motion capture 
volumes seen in Virtual Production, our newly 
developed optic enables 270-degree visibility 
at stable ranges of over fifteen metres – 
almost double that of the previous generation.  

While SuperNova builds on the performance 
of its predecessor, compatibility and 
customisation remain at the heart its design. 
Users can create marker layouts that suit their 
specific object needs and power the strand 
using a wide range of off-the-shelf USB battery 
packs.  

By combining high performance with easy 
customisation, SuperNova actively improves 
the quality of tracking data across a variety of 
scenarios, streamlining your experience on-set 
or while running location-based VR sessions. 

SuperNova builds on the 
success of Vicon’s Nova LED 
solution to offer next-gen 
active tracking of props and 
objects in large and occluded 
environments. 
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Technical Spec

Optical Ranges:

V5 

Vero 

Viper 

Battery Run Time*

Battery Charge Time

Battery Consumption

Connection Type

Weight

LED Dimensions

LEDs

SUPERNOVA

* At standard camera settings

SuperNova

15m

Customizable: Not included

Customizable: Not included 

100mA per LED            

USB

Cabling 50g + 3g per LED 

Base 24mm dia

Lens 21mm dia

PCB 15mm dia

10 per kit, up to 25 supported

Can I attach SuperNovas to my own cable?  
TBC 

Is there a limit on how long these cables can be?  
TBC 

Does the distance from power source effect SuperNova’s 
performance?  
TBC 

Can I attach SuperNovas to a live performer?  
This device is only intended for attachment to props. If you have 
any queries on the safe use of the device, please contact Vicon 
Support. 

Do I need to consider the proximity of my markers to each 
other when attached to an object?  
Yes. The further away a string of markers is from a camera, the 
closer each will appear to the others on the string and therefore 
become more difficult to distinguish.  This is especially important 
in scenarios where you wish to track multiple objects, as the 
uniqueness of the marker layout is what allows this. We advise 
that you consider the average viewing distance for your intended 
purpose and make sure markers are further away in larger volumes. 
Our Vicon Support can advise you on your specific situation. 

Frequently Asked Questions 

www.vicon.com

Vicon Motion
Do we want this section in the fact sheet, or keep it in online FAQ? Definitely need to change the font color to avoid blue on top of blue.

Vicon Motion
do we need to capitalize Virtual Production here? 

Vicon Motion
meters

Vicon Motion
customization 

Vicon Motion
"of its design"

Vicon Motion
customization 

J Ovadya
This is a great table. Likely needs product "updates" but really good for clarity.

J Ovadya
Can definitely just say "seen in productions of all shapes and sizes" or similar.


